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General:  The Tournament Handicap Policy will be in effect for this competition.   
See the course handicap sheet for individual and or team handicaps for each of the 
4 formats; Alternate Shot, Scramble, Shamble and Best Ball.  These 4 formats are 
listed at the top of the brackets page and indicate the format to be played for each 
match. 
 
Matches must be completed by the date indicated on the brackets page.  Any 
extension of time for your match must be approved by TC committee.  Remember that 
following matches depend on you finishing your match in a timely fashion. 
 
 
Tie Break Situations (3rd or 4th Place Tie) 
 
Only the top 4 teams, teams with the most points, will move on to the play off round.  
If teams are tied for 4th place, their selection will be based on the following:  (1) 
record based on head to head competition for the tied teams, (2) play off match(s) 
using regular play off rules as stated on these pages.  If 3 teams are tied for any 
playoff position, the appropriate Rules Committee will decide playoff teams and 
position. 
 
Specific Rules for 18 Hole – Alternating Balls, Format:  
 
• Both players tee off on every hole, and then alternate shots until both balls are 
holed out. For example: Player A will drive ball 1 hit the 2nd shot on ball 2, the 
third shot on ball 1 and so on until ball 1 is holed out.  Player B will drive ball 2 hit 



the 2nd shot on ball 1, the third shot on ball 2 and so on until ball 2 is holed out.  At 
least one ball must be played out to get a net score for each hole.  Either ball may 
be “picked up” at any time to speed up pace of play. 
 
• Players must alternate strikes of each ball regardless of the current “score” of that 
ball. For example, if Player A tees off and hits the ball OB, then Player B would 
continue playing this ball by teeing off again, hitting three (from original, Player A 
tee). Similarly, if Player A tees off and hits a poor shot that may be lost, then 
Player B must hit the provisional ball from the spot player had struck his 1st shot.  
 
• Winner of the hole is determined by comparing the best net score of one 2-person 
team versus the best net score of the other 2-person team.  
 
• To help with pace of play, if the first ball of a team has no chance of beating their 
second ball, then the first ball should be picked up and only the second ball should 
be played.  
 
• Winner of the 18 hole match is the team with the most holes won.  If there is a 
tie, proceed to hole #1 and play sudden death until a team wins a hole.  Maintain 
the same handicaps as in the previous 18 holes.  The first team to win a sudden 
death hole is the winner of the match. 
 
Rules for 18 Hole Scramble Format: 
 
• Both players from each team tee off, and one drive for each team is chosen.  Both 
players play from the position of the chosen drive (balls in the fairway/rough may 
be placed within 12” of original lie, like lie to like lie).  This same “scramble” 
process is followed for all following shots. Balls on the green must be played from 
the original marked position.  Balls in a hazard must be played from original 
marked lie. 
• A minimum of five (5) drives must be used from each player on each team. If a 
match closes out early, the team may allocate drives for the unplayed holes to 
either partner.  
• Winner of the hole is determined by comparing the best net score of one 2-person 
team versus the best net score of the other 2-person team. 
• Winner of the 18 hole match is the team with the most holes won.  If there is a 
tie, proceed to hole #1 and play sudden death until a team wins a hole.  This team 
will be the winner of the match.  Use the same handicap strokes as in the prior 18 
holes. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Rules for 18 Hole Shamble Format: 
 
 

In the Shamble format, both players hit their drives on every hole. One drive is 
selected and then, each competitor plays his own ball from that point through the 
hole.   A 12-inch bump, no closer to the hole, is allowed, except in a hazard or on 
the green.  In this format, each player must have a minimum of five (5) drives for 
the 18 holes (Note: drives may be assigned for unplayed holes).  The 2nd ball score 
will determine the hole winner in the case of a 1st ball tie.   
 
 
Rules for 18 Hole Best Ball Format with 2nd Ball for Ties: 
 

• Both players play their own ball through each hole. 
•Winner of the hole is determined by comparing the best individual net score of 
one 2-person team versus the best individual net score of the other 2-person team. 
• In the case of a tie, the 2nd ball score will determine the winner.  In the event the 
2nd balls tie, the hole is halved.  There are no carryover holes. 
• To help with pace of play, golfers who have no chance on a particular hole should 
pickup and must record the score they most likely would have achieved. If you 
have any doubts as to what score to record, consult with your playing partners. 
• Winner of the 18 hole match is the team with the most holes won.  If there is a 
tie, proceed to hole #1 and play sudden death until a team wins a hole.  This team 
will be the winner of the match.  Maintain the same handicaps as in the previous 18 
holes. 

 
 
The winner of the 18 hole match is the team with the most holes won.  If there is a 
tie, proceed to hole #1 (regardless of starting hole) and play sudden death until a 
team wins a hole.  Maintain the same handicaps as in the previous 18 holes.  The 
first team to win a sudden death hole is the winner of the match. 
 
 
Turn all signed and dated score cards, with totaled individual scores, into the 
golf shop (Score Card Box).  Do Not Post Scores!  If the round is a postable 
round, the tournament committee will post. 
 
Substitution with consent of tournament committee only. 



 


